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Ezekiel 10:17··  When these stood still, they would stand still, and when 
these rose, they would rise with them, for the spirit of the living 
creature1 was in them. 

 Footnote:   The living creature  Hebrew, ha·chai·yah';  LXXVg, life 

 [6] - References: 

· For rebelliousness is the same as the sin of divination, and 
pushing ahead presumptuously the same as using uncanny 
power and teraphim.  Since you have rejected the word of 
Yehowah, he accordingly rejects you from being king. (1 Samuel 
15:23) 

· And the deluge went on for forty days upon the earth, and the 
waters kept increasing and began carrying the ark and it was 
floating high above the earth. (Genesis 7:17) 

· For many deceivers have gone forth into the world, persons not 
confessing Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh.  This is the 
deceiver and the antichrist. (2 John 1:7) 

· Look out for yourselves, that YOU do not lose the things we have 
worked to produce, but that YOU may obtain a full reward. (2 
John 1:8) 

· Everyone that pushes ahead and does not remain in the teaching 
of the Christ does not have God.  He that does remain in this 
teaching is the one that has both the Father and the Son. (2 John 
1:9) 

· Wherever the spirit inclined to go, they would go, the spirit 
inclining to go there, and the wheels themselves would be lifted 
up close alongside them, for the spirit of the living creature was 
in the wheels. (Ezekiel 1:20) 

· While my breath is yet whole within me, and the spirit of God is 
in my nostrils. (Job 27:3) 

· When they went, these would go, and when they stood still, 
these would stand still, and when they were lifted up from the 
earth, the wheels would be lifted up close alongside them, for the 
spirit of the living creature was in the wheels. (Ezekiel 1:21) 

 


